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Baal veer returns episode 9

Indian TV series Baalveer returnsGenreFantasySmall-virpool D. ShahSanjeev SharmApsaray Araguvir ShekavatPerplay Manoya TripatiDire ZaspatiMusar BhatiaKushal AwashiSanjay SatawasStaringDev JoshiSharmile RajWansh SayaniPavitira PunyaAnahita BhoshanSoaib AliVimarsh Roshan Shaylendra PandeyKomposser(s)Lenin NandiSuvyk
ChakrabortiKraina by originIndiaOriginal language(s)hindiNo. seasons2Need. from episodes245ProductionExecusive producer(s) Rajan SinghProduker(s)Wipul D. ShahSanjeev SharmAcinematographPuszpank AwadeDitor(s)Hemant KumarCamera installationMulty-cameraRunning timeAprorox. 22 minutesProductive company(s)Optimystix
EntertainmentDistributorSonal networks IndiaOrooriginal networkSonic format SABPicture576iHDTV 1080iAudio formatDlby DigitalOri release 1 September 0, 2019 (2019-09-10) –presentChronology Linked showsBaalveerExternal linksBaalveer Returns Baalveer Returns — Indian fantasy television series. It premiered on September 10, 2019 on Sony SAB,
starring Dev Joshi and Wansh Sayani in the titular starring Baalveers. This is a sequel to Baal Veer, which ran from 2012 to 2016. He produced optimystix Entertainment with a script by Manoya Tripati. [1] The series airs on Sony SAB's sister channel Sony Pal from November 21, 2020 at 6 p.m. IST daily. Plot Season 1- Veer Lok vs. Kaal Lok Timnas, evil
sorceress and Queen Kaal Locke (Dark Kingdom), begins a quest to rule the entire universe and become the most powerful and evil entity. It destroys Paire Locke (Fairy Kingdom), but Baalveer saves the surviving fairies who are Masti Pairi (Fun Fairy), Ms. Paire (Water Fairy), Waya Paire (Fairy wind), Jvala Pari (Fire Fairy), Dhwani Paire (Sound Fairy), Netra
Paire (Vision Fairy), Saral Paire (Simple Fairy) and fai leader Baal Pari (Tress Fairy), who is also the mother of Baal They find refuge in the Brave Kingdom, whose leader is a white lion, Shauria. Baalveer gets weaker with every moment he was injured in the attack. As directed by Shauriya, Baalveer goes to Earth as Dev with fairies like his sisters to find his
younger successor, the next Baalveer, as he needs help fighting Timnas. On the other hand, Timnas captures Saral Paire (Simple Fairy) and Netra Paire (Vision Fairy). Saral Paire reveals nothing to Timnasi and therefore devours Acroora, Timnas's loyal black panther who is Kaal Loka's defender. Timnas reads Netra Paire's mind and learns about the new
Baalveer. Netra Pari encourages Baalveer and Timnasa to play the trick on her, interpreting this as an invitation to own her body. Timnas owns Netra Pari (Vision Fairy) and goes to Earth to fulfill his villainous intentions. Baalveer develops doubts about Netra Pari over how Timnasa allowed her to escape so easily, but when Netra Paire helps in capturing
Bhaimar, Timnas Baalveer's doubts are asstained. The new Baalveer is a 10-year-old naughty boy named Vivaan, and he soon realizes his fate while fighting Timnasa and her agents and making Vivaan the new Junior Baalveer. In the middle of it, Timnas lures Baal Paire to Kaal Locke, lying that the little girl she ousted from Paire Locke long ago was cursed.
Bhaimar, a right timnasa, tortures Baal Pari. Meanwhile, Timnas performs Supreme Dark Veneration and turns maternal Baal Paire into the evil Kaal Pari (Dark Fairy), who keeps his good side back later. Both the Baalveers and the fairies and Shauriah cross all obstacles and fight Timnas, disrupting their plans all the time. Long ago, Timnas captured
Sarvakaal, the monsome seat of the Dark Kingdom (who was Timnas's teacher and taught her black magic) because he knows the identity of the man who will kill Timnas. However, Sarvakaal refuses to reveal the identity of Timnasi's hidden power, despite her repeated attempts at Baalveer to acknowledge this and pretend to lose his strength and memory
and remains a layman with Vivaan and family like his foster brother Debu. He buys a new avatar, Nakabposh. He befriends Pinena, a girl who was suffused by Timnas while doing his job (threatening to kill her mother), and also receives help from Sarvacal, who wants to avenge Timnasi for his capture. Nakabposh also saves Anna's mother. Vivaan is Anani's
long-lost brother, and their biological mother is Devaki, the former Queen swat lock, the Pure Kingdom that Timnas turned into Kaal Locke, the Dark Kingdom. Vivaan breaks his heart when he realizes that Karuna is not her real mother, and his whole life has been a lie. But still, Vivaan overcomes this and Vivaan, Naqabposh and Ananya form Team Shadow.
Vivaan (who is a hidden force destined to kill Timnas) overcomes obstacles in Tridvar Chakravuya and takes away Sarvacal's endless energy. With this new government, he puts an end to Timnas's trinity, and her comrades died. Bhaimar was killed by Nakabposhem (Senior Baalveer), Acroor was killed by Shaura and Jabdala Vivaan. Only Tauba Tauba
remained alive. During the battle, Masti Pari (Fun Fairy) will kill Bhaimar and Waya Paire (Wind Fairy) & Jwala Pari (Fire Fairy) suicidal with Timnas's weapon in order to protect the Earth. Later, Viaan pleads with Shaura to agree to perform Shenan Debu, and so our elder Baalveer is back in his Baalveer's avatar again. Later, when Debu opens Timnasi's
secret message, she gave To Wivaan to hand it over to Deba in front of her virgin, when Timnas's spirit tells Debu that his biological parents have been killed by Shaura and the fairies. He is keen to know about it but can't find any c Season 2- Veerlok vs Shinkai New Season unveils the underwater world of Shinkai, who ruled Jalray Caicos. Commander-in-
Chief Bambaal brings power over the entire universe along with his sidekick Milsa. The egg in Shinkai, and man to be born of it, prophesied to be the ultimate, and Bambaal awaits his birth. Before that, a man is sent from the underwater world of Shinkai to kill Baalveer. But the Baalveers are killed instead. Shauriah tells Baalver a story in which a Brave Realm
chemical scientist named Jaikas turned evil and conspired to make a weapon that would destroy the earth in 2020. He was stopped by Shawar (quarterback Vera Locke) and ran with his two young twin sons. He was attacked by Shaura, for goodness sake, and one son fell into the desert while Jaikas' car landed at sea. Found out that the son who fell in the
desert was younger and he is the eldest Baalveer (whom Baalveer is not allowed to know) and Jaikas, before he died, protected his son, who fell with him into the sea, putting him in an unbreakable egg that could only be broken after 20 years, and he is the one Bambaal is waiting for. When he comes out of the egg, his name is Ray Bambaal. Debu wants to
know about his past from Shauri and Baalpari, his adoptive mother, but he will fail and finally it seems. It is again made by Baalveer in the presence of Viaan (to hide the mystery of Nakabpon). Ray needs the blood of a powerful entity to unleash his forces and destroy the poison that spreads in it through being in an yyka for long periods. On Earth, they learn
that the essence of Vivaan. Anana thinks Ray is Nakabposch and falls in love with him. But she doesn't know that Debu is Baalveer and Nakabponsh. Baalveers captures Mils, but Bambaal secretly kills her to hide her identity from Debu and Viana. Bambaalu and Rheia soon help Burba, another Bambala loyalist. Baalver tells Viwan his truth, that he is
Nakabposch and the act of losing strength and memory, leaving him in shock. Later, with the device, Ray steals the Vivaan. Birba takes Viawan's blood, but it is later ineffective because he eded the fruit of a tree that made his blood watery. Blackmailing the elder Baalveer, they take his blood, but later destroys him Baalveer. Bambaal learns that Debu is
another Baalveer. Then Vivaan will get carried into the Kawag yaki. Debu tries to open the egg but fails after several attempts; He then goes to Veerlok to take Shaury's aid to save Viaan from being trapped in eggs for 20-long years. Shauriah, gives Baalveer's Akhand-Bramhand Chabi a powerful clue that can only be made by Pari Tara and that too once in
his time of life. Baalveer presents Anani with responsibility for the egg, but it was suffaced by Ray and the egg, which contains Vivaan, was stolen. As Baalver heads to Earth with a key, Ray cheats on him and exchanges a real key and puts the fake one. Fake key caused to shrink. Ray changes his voice and asks Debu to donate his blood in exchange for the
real key to open the egg. The trade comes as Baalveer was left with no option but to donate his blood. When he returns the key, he opens the egg Kawag and Vivaan returns to normal, however, Rey's full powers are unleashed by Debu's blood. Ray brings a tornado to Bharat Nagar to analyze the Baalveers' 2 powers and plan his next move. Both sides now
want to increase their power. Ray can increase his power by making 9 good kids bad and will have an extra head every time a child gets bad. Thus, in this way he will have 9 additional heads and on his own head and will turn into a ten-headed form of Ravan. Baalveer and Vivaan should increase their 1st power by adding Veer Lok seeds to a clean plate
without dropping them. Param Dhanush followed. Baalveer and Vivaan are successful. But Ray is also successful in making Housha and Rinku evil and capturing their good souls in white balloons, and he gets two more heads, making him three-headed. Then Shauria informed Baalveer that to summon the next part of Param Dhanush, they would have to read
the sacred mantras of the goddess Brahmacharini, before sunset, without stopping. Ray, Hushi and Rincu try to stop them spreading magical candy floss to everyone in Bharat Nagar, which seals everyone's lips, including Baalveer and Vivaan, so no one could read the mantra. But Baalveer and Vivaan find the left candy floss and made an antidote using it.
Baalveer and Vivaan scatter everyone's lips and successfully recitate the mantras, so get part of Param Dhanush. Now Ray is capturing 7 more children using magical dandies in Navaratra. Meanwhile, Baalveers capture Birb and learn Rhe's plan from her as well that the children's souls can be released by destroying balloons. But she fled without revealing
the identity of Rhe or Bambaal. Ray took the soul of six children. But before Ray could bring back Sutley (7th child) evil, Vivaan and Baalver enter Shinkai to reclaim baby showers after defeating Khushi and Rinku (who transformed evil). But they couldn't find a soul. Shauriah gave Dhwani Paire, an offer to use Veerrvastra to make the kids good again, within 2
days. Debu remains on Earth to protect these children, especially Sutli, but remains unsuccessful to save Sutli. On the other hand, Vivaan goes to the underwater world of Shinkai to save the souls of 9 children to whom Ray, who turned evil. Anania also follows him on suspicion. Vivaan, finding balloons trapped in the souls of children, sends Anana back to
Bharat Nagar. When Vivaan and Baalveer are going to destroy them, Dhwani Paire and Oak Oak convey to them Shauryah's message that, even if they destroy them now, it won't benefit because man captured these souls, getting their tenth head. And moreover, if Vivaan and Baalver destroy the balloons, the kind souls of the children will also be destroyed
forever. Then a fierce battle breaks out between ten-headed Ray (the form of Ravan) and the two Baalveers. The battle was won by the Baalveers using Param Dhanush against Rhe, and he loses his ten-goal form. Also, all the kind souls of chidré were released as a result of the battle and the Baalveers, and Ray free there powers for 2 days. But Ray takes to
Burb's aid. Birba sends Ray some chemicals to make explosive bombs. Baalveers also get spy cameras to keep an eye on Shinkai's men. But coincidentally, Ray and Debu bump into each other and their boxes are exchanged. Ray mistook cameras for buttons in Debu and Debu's box found the chemical powder in Ray's box. Ray realises it's Debu's box and
comes to Debu to return Debu's box and takes his own box. Two Baalveers fix spy cameras in Bharatnagar. Later, one camera was destroyed by the villains of Shinkai. The rays are spread by land mines (made using chemicals that Burba sent) in the form of mosquitoes. The people of Bharatnagar (exclusive Hushi, Rheya and two baalveers) were trapped in
these mines. Baalveers discover that after lifting their feet out of the mine, there is a gap of 8 seconds before the mines explode, which meant the Bharat Nagar people could be rescued by airlifting them using a helicopter. 2 Baalveers go on helicopter bookings. Shinkai's villains are trying to stop them, but unsuccessfully. In veer Lok fairies, perform Pari Tara
repentance to regain the powers of Paire Tara (FairyTale Star). They are successful and Pari Tara &amp; Baalveers are getting their credentials back. Meanwhile, in Bharat Nagar, all people climb a helicopter using a military net, except for Karuna, who was left behind. But the Baalveers save her by the nickname of time. Shinkai's villains try to stop them
again, but the Baalveers use their magical powers to stop them revealing to the people of Bharat Nagar that they are baalveers. Vivaan cleanses the memory of the Bharat Nagar people that they are baalveers. However, Ananya does not allow Vivaan to clear her memory and Vivaan should reveal to her that Debu is Baalveer and as well as Naqabposh.
Baalveer goes to tackle with Bambaal and manages to grab him. Ray also pretends to help Baalweier hide his identity. Baalveer sends Rheia back to Bharat Nagar and holds Bambal captive in Thier Lock. Back in Bharat Nagar, Debu and Vivaan receive awards for bravery. Anana tells Debu that she knows he's Baalveer and Nakabposch, and demands
something from him, in exchange for lying to her. At Veer Lok, Bambaal tricks Oak Oak to bring him some water so he can escape. While in Shinkai, Ray hatches a plan to rescue Bambila and return to the Baalveers. Ananiá requires that desperately wants to become a fairy (pair) because she wants to re-form Team Shadow and fight the erring forces.
Baalveer and Vivaan are consulting on Baal Paire on this matter. She agrees and tells Anani that if Shauriah agrees too, she will become a fairy in Weier Lock. While at Veer Lok, Oak Oak gets Bambaal some water it uses to escape. Oak Oak informs Baal Paire about it, and they're trying to find it. Bambaal reaches the past by showing the Veer Lok device,
and from there he learns the truth that Ray and Baalveer are real brothers, and their father was Jaikas (the evil scientist whom Shauriah killed to save the world). He deceives Baalveer by coming to Wer Lock and trying to uncover a secret to him, expecting him to rebel against Shaury. Shauri and Baalpari learn about it, and Sharii announces Bambalu's death
sentence, leaving Baalveer suspicious of his decision. Meanwhile, Baalveer has a nightmare in which he loses his family, including members of Veer Lok. After he realizes that the dream has some meaning, he begins to protect his family and worry. Soon Ray and Birba will learn that Anana will also gain authority and become a Bet in Veer Lok on Dibali. They
plan to kidnap Anana and ruin the Pari-Tlaq ceremony. Birba invented a bracelet that would facilitate her abduction. Ray tries to get Anana to wear this adorable bracelet, but Anania abandons it. Burba then goes to Anania's room to force her to wear a bracelet. Before Ananya could scream and called Viaan for help, Ray sealed her lips. Birba forcefully tries to
get Anana to wear a bracelet. Ananya makes a noise so that Vivaan can come and help her. However, Birba manages to force Anana to wear a bracelet. When Viaan enters the room, Birba takes the form of Anani and Ray makes the real Anana tiny so that she can't be seen and heard from anyone. Now she is trapped inside the lamp (action). Meanwhile, in
Weerlock, Bambaal tries to tell baalveer's secret, but Baalpari learns that Baalveer is with Bambaal and she will muffle Bambaal so he can't uncover the secret. Baalveer negates the magic, but Baalpari cast a spell by which Bambaal's voice would not reach outside his prison. Before Baalveer could do anything, Baalpari arrives and forces Baalveer to
understand why this magic was to be done. Baalveer suspects Baalpari. Baalpari advises Shaura on whether she should tell Baalveer reality or not. Shauriah denies and tells her to wait for the right time, because if she now tells the truth to Baalveer, the fire of his anger can burn the whole universe. Later in the evening, Birba (in the form of Anany) took to
Weier Locke for her Pari-Tuk. Meanwhile, Vivaan learns that the real Ananias is trapped in action and whoever is in Veer Lok is one of Shinkai's villains. This is reported by Baalveer, who in queue warns Baal Pari. Baal Paire prisoner jailed in her castle so he couldn't reach Baalveer. Ray found it out by his magical powers and tells Birby about it. Birba attacks
Baal Paire and grabs her locks. It injures Baal Paire and the Baalveers and Dhwani Paire to come to her aid. Meanwhile, Birba is trying to escape. Baal Paire urges the Baalveers to leave and follow Birba. They 2 finally agree to leave Baal Paire and follow Birb. Birba then frees Bambala from baal Paire necklaces and then they use a Mrityu Kaksh gun on Baal
Wellers, but somehow Paris, Sharia and Oak Oak come and they don't die, but Bambaal finally reveals the mystery of Jaikas and Baal Vera and Paris and Shauria unable to stop Bambaal, how they are threatened by Birb is that if they do anything she will kill Oak Oak with a gun, but hearing baal Weer's story doesn't believe Bambalu and thinks he's lying to
him and then Viaan secretly saves Oak Oak and is about to attack Birba when Ray arrives at Weer Lock from a dust storm through which he's distracting everyone. Ray then opens a special secret portal through which he runs away alongside Bambaal and Birba, but Baal Weier follows them to the portal and kills Bambala. In a rage, Ray uses a Mrityu Kaksh
gun and kills Baal Vera. But both Ray and Shauriah are trying to resurrect Bambaal and Baal Vera respectively. Review of series Season No. episodes First broadcast (India) First airs 1,176 September 10, 2019 (2019-09-10) August 25, 2020 (2020-0 8-2 2 64 26 August 2020 (2020-08-26) presents the cast of Season 1 Chief Dev Joshi as senior Baalveer /



Dev / Debu / Nakabposch, rescuer Dharti Locke.He protects the earth from Kaal Lock (Dark Kingdom). He is the adopted son of Baalpari (Fairy Tress). He lived in Paire Locke (Fairy Realm) for many years, but later moved to Veer Lok (Brave Kingdom) after destroying PariLok's (Fairy Realm's) along with fairies who survived the massacre under Shauriya's
defense and leadership. He pretended to lose his memory and strength to accomplish his mission. He later took the form of Nakabpongsha to complete his mission of finding Chhupi Shakta, who was destined to kill Timnas. He killed Bhaimar in the ultimate battle. (2019–2020) [2] [3] [4] [5] Vansh Sayani as Vivaan/Junior Baalver or Baalver's successor and
savior Dharti Locke. Vivaan is the biological son of Queen Devaki and King Adita Pratap and adopted son of Karuna. He is Anani's biological younger brother and Khushi's foster younger brother.He defended Dharti Locke and Weer Locke for many months when Baalveer was away pretending to lose his strength and memory to complete an important mission.
He is a secret superpower (Chupi Shakti), who was destined to kill the evil Queen Kaal Lock, Timnas. He then and his team went out to Tri-Gnwar Chakravu to reach Sarwkaal under Shauriya. He manages to cross it and then receives Sarwkaal Anant Pran Urias (infinite vitality). He then killed Timnas and her assistant Jabdala in Antim Yudh (Ultimate Battle).
(2019–2020) Pavier Pune as Timnas/Tanish and the evil queen of the Dark Kingdom and the great enemy of the Baalveers. She was called Bhai Rani (Queen of Fear). Timnas was driven from the fairytale kingdom of Baalpari because of her ego and evil. In order to avenge Baalpari and the people of the Fairy Kingdom, Timnas went to the Dark Kingdom,
imprisoned the reach of Sarvacal and became queen. She was murdered by Junior Baalveer, a Vivaan in The Ultimate Battle. (2019–2020) Shaylandra Pandey as Shauriah (The Voice), a white lion who is the guardian of Vera Locke and mentor of the Baalveers. (2019–2020)/Akroor (The Voice), a black panther who is the protector of Kaal Loka, who was
killed by Shaura in Antima Yudha. (2019–2020) Sharmile Raj as Baal Paire (Tress Fairy), Baalveer's foster mother, and Faye's leader with the forces of curls and curls. She is the most powerful and experienced fairy of the Fairy Kingdom. All fairies follow her advice. (2019)/Kaal Paire, Timnasy's companion. Kaal Paire supported Timnas in her wasteless effort
to beat Baal Vier. She was stabbed by Timnas in her battle with Aladdin with Sony SAB show Aladdin - Naam Toh Suna Hoga and Baalveer returns during the Baalveer Returns crossover and Aladdin - Naam Toh Suna Hoga . (2019–2020) Krutic Desai in the film Masti Paire, Fairy Fairy Kingdom (Fun Fairy). Most of the time she was accompanied and guided
by Vivaan as Nathat Paire from Season 1 (who previously managed Baal Weer throughout her journey). It had the authority to increase or decrease its size. She was killed by Bhaimar. (2019–2020) Avitia Ranwijay as Bhaimar (king of fear), faithful warlord of the Dark Kingdom. He always competed with Timnas to occupy the throne of the Dark Kingdom,
defeating the Baalveers. It was called Bhai Raja (King of Fear) Tauba Tauba and was extremely skilled at controlling poisonous creatures. He was well liked by Timnas for his loyalty to Dark Realm. He was killed by the elder Baalveer. (2019–2020) Anahita Bhoshan as Ananias, a gymnast and member of the Bharata Nagar Society, who lives as a paid guest at
Mr. Munna Mishra's residence. Ananya is a fan of Baal Weer and later Nakabposha. She was assigned to Timnas to keep an eye on Vivaan by blackmailing her. It later emerged that she is the daughter of Eidi Pratap and Devaki and Princess Shweta Lock. Adita Pratap was killed and Devaki was captured by Timnasa. Ananya is Wiwan's biological older sister,
the secret authorities (Chupi Shakty), who was destined to kill Timnas. (2020) Khushi Muharji as Jvala Pari, a Fire Fairy/Jiya fairy-powered fairy one of deva's sisters. She was killed by Timnas' weapon. (2019–2020) Aminika Sheil in the film Vayu Pari, Fairy Paire with wind power (Wind Fairy)/Widha, one of the Deva sisters. She was killed by Timnas' weapon.
(2019–2020) Anuradha Khaira as Dhwani Paire, Pari Locke's Fairy With Sound Power (Sound Fairy)/Diksha, one of Deva's sisters. (2019–2020) Recurring Tia Gandwani as Devaki, who was captured by Timnas on Dhrw Tara, the former Queen Shvet Lock, who later became Kaal Lock. She is the wife of King Shvet Lock adityapratap and biological mother Of
Anani and Vivaan and now lives in Bharat Nagar with their daughter. (2020) Sridhar Vatsar as Oak Oak, Best Friend of Baal Vera (as Dev) and a young elephant calf named Kiki/Tauba Tauba, Sidkik Bhaimara. (2019–2020) Atul Verma — Jabdari, Timnas's companion. He was a clueless character with the phrase Nanhi ungli ki kasam. He was killed by the
younger Baalveer, Vivaan. (2019–2020) Priya Sharma as Naghini, queen of snakes and venoms, called Bhaimar. She's Gorgon. She was murdered in the past by Baal Wer in Baghdad, and returned to avenge Baal Iera. She is devoted to Bhaimar, his master. She died because of her own poison. (2020) Jaya Binju Cravings as Karuna, foster Vivaan and real
mother Khushi and daughter Dadasahib in law. Karuna is a businessman who lives in Bharat Nagar with his two children Khushi and Vivaan and father-in-father. She runs a Tiffin service business in which she provides a tiffin business. (2019–2020) Khushi Bhardwaj — Khushi, foster sister Viana, daughter karuna and granddaughter of Dadasaheb. She is a
very good girl who always listens to her eldest and loves her family. (2019–2020)/Kiki (The Voice), a young elephant woman who is Duba-Duba's best friend. (2019–2020) Arista Mehta as Sutley Girpade, Vivaan and close friend Of Gope and daughter Padmini. She belongs to a middle-class family that lives in Bharat Nagar, and she is intelligent. Her mother
Padmini lives with Satley's maternal uncle, Inspector Shanataram Girpad. (2019–2020) Sia Bhatia replaced Mehta with Sutli Girpade (2020)[6] Samai Thakkar as Sarvakaal (voice), the mons awful sage of the Black Kingdom that was captured by Timnas, and it was his cosmic power that helped Ywaan kill Timnas. (2020) Barit Sharma as Rincoo, Wivaan and
friend Sutley. [7] (2020) Arn Bhadoria as Chinti Mishra, Chintu's sister, who continues anxiously to Wyvaan and his pal with her brother Chintu. (2019–2020) Abhai Bhadoria as Chintu Mishra, Chinti's brother, who continues anxiously with Vivaan and his pal with his sister, Chinti. (2019–2020) By Herdyansh Shehawat as Hopu Chheda, Vivaan and a close
friend of Sutley. His father is the owner of a general store in Bharat Nagar. (2019–2020) Campan A. Blatt as Dadasaheb, foster Vivaan and hushi's true paternal grandfather, and Karuna's father-in-chief. He's a very talkative man. (2019–2020) Saran Tiwari as Mr. Munna A selfish and gregarous man who is the father of Chinto-Chinti and her husband Caminha.
He always demonstrates his wealth. (2019–2020) Anuradha Verma as Mrs. Kamini Mishra, mother of Chintu-Chinti and wife of Munna. It also demonstrates its wealth, but far less than Munn's. (2019–2020) Akshay Bhahat is Mr. Ratilal Chheda, Gop's father, and Diali's husband, who owns the store. He's unhappy. (2019–2020) Neha Prajapati as Mrs. Diwali
Chheda, mother of Gopa, and wife of Thatila. She is a very caring mother towards her son Gope. (2019–2020) Ajay Padha as Inspector Shantaram Girpad, a bachelor's police sub-inspector who is Sutley's maternal uncle and Padmini's younger brother. He loves Masti Paire in her human form Mega, and always tries to impress her. (2019–2020) Shruti Gopal
as Mrs. Padmini Girpad, Mother Satley, and Older Sister Girpad. Her husband is unknown. She's a middle-class woman and doesn't have enough money to comply with Sutli's demands. (2019–2020) Unknown as Dr. Shalini, Rincoo, who is a gynecologist. She underwent Karuna surgery during her second birth. (2020) Hugh Chopra as Saral Paire, a Pari
Locke fairy with the power of simplicity: she can do whatever is hard to do. She was killed by the Acropolis for scaring Netra Pari. (2019) Alisha Chaudhary in two roles as Netra Paire and as Timnas, Netra Paire is a Pari Lock fairy with the power of Vision. Her body was used by Timnas against Baal Weer, finding her successor. She was later murdered by
Timnas. (2019) Purves Prysch as Monty, a cousin of Chintu Chinti. (2020) Arshien Naamdar as Timnas's childhood form. (2019–2020) Shailesh Gulabani as Parikshaq, Bambala's sidekick, sent to the ground to capture Baalveer. (2020) Siddharth Nigam's guest appearance as Aladdin is baghdad's rescuer from Zafar. It came from the past with Vivaan to help
Baal Uer defeat Timnas in her attempt to become Trikaal Bhay Rani. Aladdin bravely fought Timnas and her comrades. He later returned in the past to Baghdad from Gin. (2020) Raashul Tandon as Jinu, or Chirag ka Jinn (Genie of the Lamp), which was picked up by Timnas from Zafar, the former great Vizier of Baghdad's past. He was heaped on Timnasa to
help Timnas in her attempt to become Trikal Bhai Rani. He was very powerful Gini and he was loyal to Aladdin. Even though Timnasi managed to reach Bhuta Mani and Bhavishia Mani with the help of Gin, her plans were ruined by Aladdin and Baal Weers. He later went to the past with his master Aladdin. (2020) Aamir Dalvi as Zafar, a deceptive sorcerer, a
former great vizier of Baghdad, and a greedy man who plans to take over the world using Gina Lampa's credentials from the past. (2020) Season 2 This section may require cleaning to meet Wikipedia's quality standards. The specific problem is: this section is not consistent with the section above or with Please bring the section in line with our community
guidelines. Please help improve this section if you can. (October 2020) (Learn how and when to delete this template message) Chuer Lok Dev Joshi is a Baalveer/Debu/Dev/Nakabposch senior, a world savior with Paire Locke. He is the biological son of Jaikas and twin brother Rheya. He is the adopted son of Baal Paire. According to Timnas, his parents and
family were killed by Shaura and fairies. He killed soldier Bambaal Parikshak. (2020–present) [8] Vansh Sayani is a Vivaan/Junior Baalveer or a successor to Baal Weer. biological son Devaki and Eidiaprtapa and foster son Karuna and foster grandson Dadaji. Anani's younger brother and Prince Shvet Locke and younger adopted Khushi's brother. (2020–
present) Shaylandra Pandey is Shauriah (The Voice), a white lion who is the guardian of Vera Locke and a mentor to both Baalveers. (2020–present) Sharmile Raj as Baal Paire, Baalveer's foster mother and fairies leader. (2020–present) Bhaveka Chaudhary as Ms. Paire, a Steamy Locke fairy with the power of water (Water Fairy)/Payal, one of Dev's sisters.
(2020-present) Sridhar Vatsar is Oak Oak, Baal Weer's best friend (as Dev) and a young elephant calf named Kiki. (2020–present) Anuradha Khayr as Dhwani Paire, Pari Locke's fairy with the power of sound (Sound Fairy)/Diksha, one of the Deva sisters. (2020–present) Khushi Bhardwaj — Kiki (The Voice), a young elephant woman who is the best friend of
Duba-Duba. (2020–present) Shinkai Realm Vimarsh Roshan as Baambaal, a cunning antagonist who is the younger brother and commander of Jalray Caicos. He wants to go to the throne of Jalraj and rule over the universe. He was killed by the elder Baalveer. (2020–present) Shoaib Ali as Ray, the son of Jaikas, and Baalveer's biological brother. He became
Mahatacatvar (the most powerful entity) with Baalveer's blood and is thrown by nakabposhem. (2020–present) [8] Sridhar Vatsar is Tauba Tauba, bambal's sidkik, named Brigens. (2020–present) Aasha Khan as Birba, bambaala's new loyalist. The most successful scientist in Shinkai after Milsa. (2020-present) Digwijay Purokhit as Jalray Caicos, ruler of the
Kingdom of Shinkai and older brother of Baambaal. (2020–present) Shveta Handoury is a baambaal Mills loyalist. She was killed by Baambaal. (2020) Bharat Nagar Society's Anahita Bhoshan as Anani, Vivaana's biological sister, daughter Devaki and Eidiapratapa, Princess Shvet Locke and member of Team Shadow. She falls in love with Rheya as she
thinks he is Nakabposch, but later knows that Debu is the eldest of Baalver, as well as the Teacher Of Wayan, and he is Nakabposh. Now she wants to become a fairy to re-form a team shadow. She is Baalveer's love interest in his human Dev/Debu form. (2020–present) Tia Handwani as Devaki, who was captured on Dhraw Tara, the former Queen Shvet
Lock, who later became Kaal Lock. She is the wife of King Aditaprathap and biological mother of Viana and Anania and now lives in Bharat Nagar. She was the kind of person who saw nakab Posch's real face. (2020–present). Jaya Binju Tighi as Karuna, foster Vivaan and real mother of Khushi. Karuna is a businessman who lives in Bharat Nagar with his
three children Vivaan, Debu (Dev) and Khushi and father-in-chief Dadasaheb. She runs a Tiffin service business in which she supplies Tiffins. (2020–present) Khushi Bhardwaj — Khushi, foster sister Viwana and daughter Karuna. She is a very good girl who always listens to her eldest and loves her family. (2020–present) Sia Bhatia as Satley Girpade, Wivaan
and close friend of Gope. She belongs to a middle-class family that lives in Bharat Nagar, and she is intelligent. Her mother Padmini lives with Satley's maternal uncle, Inspector Shanataram Girpad. (2020–present) Barit Sharma as Rincoo, Vivaan and friend Sutley. (2020–present) Purves Prysch as Monta. A cousin of Chintu and Chinti, who continues to
bother Debu and helps Chinta bother Viaan. (2020–present) Arn Bhadoria as Chinti Mishra, Chintu's sister, who continues to anxiously yvaan and his paltan with her brother Chintu. (2020-present) Abhai Bhadoria as Chintu Mishra, Chinti's brother, who continues anxiously to Wyvaan and his pal with his sister Chinti. (2020–present) Campan A. Blatt as
Dadasaheb, foster Vivaan and hushi's real paternal grandfather and Karuna's father-in-chief. He's a very talkative man. (2020–present) Saran Tiwari is Mr. Munna Mishra, a selfish and gregarous man who is the father of Chintu and Chinti and her husband, Camina. He always demonstrates his wealth. (2020–present) Anuradha Verma as Mrs. Kamini Mishra,
mother of Chintu-Chinti and wife of Munna. It also demonstrates its wealth, but far less than Munn's. (2020–present) Akshay Bhahat is Mr. Ratilal Chheda, Hopu's father, and Diali's husband, who owns the store. He's unhappy. (2020–present) Neha Prajapati as Mrs. Diwali Chheda, mother of Gopa and wife of Thatila. She is a very caring mother towards her
son Gope. (2020–present) Ajay Padha as Inspector Shantaram Girpad, a Bachelor police subinspector who is Sutley's maternal uncle and Padmini's younger brother. He loves Masti Paire in her human form Mega, and always tries to impress her. (2020–present) Shruti Gopal as Mrs. Padmini Girpad, Mother Satley, and Older Sister Girpad. Her husband is
unknown. She's a middle-class woman and doesn't have enough money to comply with Sutli's demands. (2020–present) Unknown as Dr. Shalini, Rincoo's mother, who is a gynecologist. She underwent Karuna surgery during her second birth. (2020-present) A cameo emerges to Pavita Puni as Timnas, the dead Queen Of Kaal Lock. Timnas recorded a
message for the elder before he died and continues to repeat his message before the elder Baalveer to turn it against Shaury and other fairies. (2020) Unknown as Jaikas, the biological father of Rheus and the elder Baalveer, a dead scientist who aimed to destroy the universe in 2020. He resisted Shauria. Before his death, he gave responsibility to his eldest
son and his dreams, Baambaal. He died in a flight accident. (2020) Krutic Desai as Masti Pari, she was killed by Bhaimar. Later, her spirit came to give authority to the elder Baalveer in Weer Snan. Amika Sheil, in Vayu Pari, was killed by Timnana's weapon. Later, her spirit also came to give authority to the elder Baalveer in Weer Snan. Khushi Mukherjee as
Jvala Pari, she was also killed by Timnasa's weapon. And later, her spirit also came for empowering the elder Baalveer. The Baalveer Returns crossover made a crossover with the series Aladdin - Naam Toh Suna Hoga for 5 episodes from January 27, 2020 to January 31, 2020 in season 1. [9] Reference ^ Baalveer Returns: Dev Joshi return to a new avatar;
Pairta Punya will be seen as an evil force – times of India. The times of India. Retrieved August 21, 2020. Retrieved June 25, 2020. Over the past 8 years, I have engrained many of Baalveer's real-life qualities: Baalveer Returns the Glory of Deva Joshi. YivMBuz. Retrieved August 21, 2020. Retrieved July 22, 2020. 'I pay special attention to everyone I see,
meet and talk to: Dev Joshi of Baalveer Returns.' YivMBuz. Retrieved August 21, 2020. Retrieved July 9, 2020. The 2007 YWMBus. Retrieved August 21, 2020. Retrieved 23 November 2019. I don't believe in showing or getting any privilege because of my popularity: Dev Joshi. YivMBuz. Retrieved August 21, 2020. In the 1930s, Arista Mehta replaced Arista
Mehta on Sab TV's Baalveer Returns. Tellychakkar.com. Retrieved August 21, 2020. The 2007 2007 2007 2007 Tellychakkar.com. Retrieved August 21, 2020. Retrieved 2014-05-27. The 2007 Jaipur News Today. Retrieved August 21, 2020. Retrieved 2014-05-27. from January 27 to January 31; 8pm &amp;; 9 p.m. Retrieved August 21, 2020
www.youtube.com. External links Official Baalveer website returns on IMDb received from
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